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Value creation with a digital business portfolio
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We reiterate our EUR 11.0 target price for Alma Media but lower our recommendation to Reduce (previously 
Accumulate). Most of Alma Media's income streams are generated by digital businesses with excellent 
competitiveness and strong market positions. Considering these factors, we believe the company has rather good 
conditions for long-term value creation. This is also supported by the strong cash flow from businesses which also 
provides conditions to strengthen the business inorganically. We feel that the share return/risk ratio is fairly 
balanced with the current share valuation.

Competitive and mainly digital businesses with excellent ROIC

In all , 77% (2021) of Alma Media’s revenue and we estimate even a larger share of the result comes from digital 
businesses that are growing in the long term and highly profitable. The core of these businesses is digital 
recruitment services and housing and automotive marketplaces where the company has both excellent 
competitiveness and strong market positions in its main markets. These factors provide a solid foundation on 
which the company can develop new digital services that further strengthen the overall offering and the 
company's growth potential. Growth of these services is valuable because they do not tie up much capital and 
typically have high margin potential. The opposite driver for the income is the development of domestic print 
media , whose revenue we expect will continue to fall driven by the media revolution. However, their share of the 
business has fallen to a rather reasonable level (2021: 16%). 

Moderate earnings growth while waiting for new acquisitions

The short-term revenue growth outlook is good, as it is driven by a strong recruitment business and growth is 
further enhanced by inorganic growth from the Nettix acquisition. In the medium term, we expect the 
normalization of the operating environment and investments in durable goods to slow down growth, while in the 
long term we expect market trends to support the Group's growth. Considering this overall picture we estimate 
that the company's revenue will grow by a good 3% on average in the next couple of years (2022e-2025e). 
Thanks to the slight scaling of growth, we expect the corresponding period's operational earnings growth to reach 
an average of 6%. We estimate that the company can be expected to boost growth with acquisitions in the future 
as well. The projected moderate gearing at the end of the current year (2022e net debt/EBITDA 1.6x) already 
allows identifying the next M&A transactions. We believe the main uncertainties relate to the economic 
development of the key markets, which is linked to the demand for the company's services and thus earnings 
development.

Revenue potential and risks are in balance

In our opinion the share’s earnings-based valuation is neutral considering our earnings growth estimate for the 
next few years and the high ROIC enabled by the company’s competitiveness (2022e P/E 16x and  EV/EBIT 14x). 
We feel the expected return of the next few years consisting of earnings growth and dividend yield of nearly 4% is 
in line with the required return. Thus, we find the share’s return/risk ratio to be balanced. Our DCF model and sum-
of-parts calculation that reflect the long-term ability to create value indicate and upside for the share from the 
current level (EUR 12.0 per share).

Guidance (Unchanged)

In 2022, Alma Media expects its full-year revenue (2021: 
275.4 MEUR) and adjusted operating profit 61.1 MEUR) to 
grow from 2021.

2021 2022e 2023e 2024e

Revenue 275 300 300 306

growth-% 20% 9% 0% 2%

EBIT adj. 61.1 72.6 70.5 72.6

EBIT-% adj. 22.2 % 24.2 % 23.5 % 23.8 %

Net Income 43.6 59.4 53.4 55.0

EPS (adj.) 0.58 0.66 0.65 0.67

P/E (adj.) 18.6 15.8 16.1 15.6

P/B 5.4 4.5 4.0 3.6

Dividend yield-% 3.2 % 3.6 % 3.8 % 4.1 %

EV/EBIT (adj.) 17.3 13.9 13.9 13.1

EV/EBITDA 14.4 11.2 11.1 10.6

EV/S 3.8 3.3 3.3 3.1

Source: Inderes
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Share price Revenue and EBIT % EPS and dividend

Value drivers Risk factors

• Profitable growth in digital businesses

• Positive long-term market trends of 

marketplace businesses

• Stable profitability development and good 

cash flow in media businesses

• M&A transaction option that is positive 

considering the track record

• Cyclicality especially in advertising and 

recruitment

• Accelerated revolution in media and steep 

decrease in print media

• Competitive risks posed by new technologies

• Changes in competitive position and 

dynamics
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Valuation 2022e 2023e 2024e

Share price 10.5 10.5 10.5

Number of shares, millions 82.4 82.4 82.4

Market cap 865 865 865

EV 1006 977 948

P/E (adj.) 15.8 16.1 15.6

P/E 14.6 16.2 15.7

P/FCF 12.2 14.0 13.5

P/B 4.5 4.0 3.6

P/S 2.9 2.9 2.8

EV/Sales 3.3 3.3 3.1

EV/EBITDA 11.2 11.1 10.6

EV/EBIT (adj.) 13.9 13.9 13.1

Payout ratio (%) 52.7 % 61.7 % 64.4 %

Dividend yield-% 3.6 % 3.8 % 4.1 %

Source: Inderes
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Alma Media in brief

Source: Inderes, Alma Media

275 MEUR (+20%)
Reported revenue 2021, (growth %)

22.2%
Adjusted EBIT -%, 2021

77%
Share of digital business in revenue, 2021

+14% (2012-2021)
Average annual growth of digital revenue

Alma Media is a Group that focuses on digital 

recruitment and marketplace services and 

publishing of financial and professional media 

operating in Finland and eastern parts of Central 

Europe. 

▪ Integration of the Talentum 
acquisition and divestment 
of businesses with weak 
profitability that are not 
growing

▪ Extensive programs to 
improve business and 
administration efficiency

▪ Profitability turns around 
because of increased 
efficiency and strong and 
profitable growth in digital 
businesses

▪ Digital businesses’ share of 
revenue of the Group's 
continuing operations rises 
to 71%

2016-2020

▪ Accelerating structural 
change in the media industry 
and restructuring costs 
depress the income and 
profitability of Alma Media’s 
media business

▪ The recruitment portal 
business in the eastern parts 
of Central Europe is 
expanded to new areas and 
in the Czech Republic with 
acquisitions At the same 
time, the company sold its 
international automotive 
marketplace business

▪ Talentum acquisition clearly 
increases the size of the 
media business

2013-2015

▪ Into a new size class in 
marketplace business 
through the Nettix 
acquisition

▪ Strong demand recovery 
from the pandemic boosted 
the company's result 

▪ Very good cash flow will 
digest the debt load and 
improve leeway for M&A 
transactions
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Marketplaces and digital services

Alma Media is a service company consisting of 
marketplace and media business whose well-known 
local brands are digital services Etuovi.com, 
Monster.fi, Prace.cz, Jobs.cz and Profesia.sk and 
automotive industry marketplaces like NettiAuto, 
Autotalli.com and NettiMoto. Well-known brands in 
the media business include, e.g., financial medias 
Kauppalehti and Talouselämä and the news media 
Iltalehti. In total, the company’s portfolio consists of 
tens of well-known media and digital service brands. 

The reported revenue from the Group’s continuing 
operations in 2021 were EUR 275 million and the 
corresponding operational EBIT was EUR 61.1 million 
or 22.2% of revenue. Alma Media is the market 
leader in consumer marketplaces in Finland and also
has a leading position in the Finnish financial and 
professional media. In all, Alma Media operates in 11 
European countries with the Czech Republic and 
Slovakia as the main markets next to Finland. 

Three business pillars

The Group’s smallest segment measured by revenue 
is Alma Career that focuses on the recruitment 
business, which nevertheless accounted for the 
largest share of the Group's operating result in 2021. 
Its main income flow is advertising income that is 
generated from digital recruitment services’ job 
advertisements and related additional services. In 
2021, Career generated around 30% of the Group’s 
revenue, 40% of adjusted EBIT and 38% of digital 
revenue.

Measured by revenue the biggest and by EBIT the 
smallest segment is Alma Talent. Alma Talent's 

leading financial media is Kauppalehti. Other financial 
and professional media are, e.g., Talouselämä, 
Tekniikka & Talous and Arvopaperi. Alma Talent 
Services offer professionals and corporations 
extensive content related to company and real estate 
information, law, financial management, competence 
development, leadership, and marketing. The 
segment also has small-scale event business (incl. 
investor events). In 2021, Talent formed 36% of the 
Group's revenue, 28% of adjusted EBIT and 26% of 
digital revenue.

Alma Consumer includes housing and automotive 
industry marketplace businesses directed at 
consumers (e.g. Etuovi.com, Autotalli.com and 
NettiAuto). The segment also includes the national 
tabloid Iltalehti’s various digital and printed news and 
lifestyle contents. The segment includes online 
services such as Autojerry, Etua, Urakkamaailma, 
Telkku.com and Ampparit.com. The main income 
flows are advertising income and income from 
automotive and housing classifieds in the online 
services, as well as the income from Iltalehti’s ad 
sales. In 2021, Consumer formed 34% of the Group's 
revenue, 32% of adjusted EBIT and some 36% of 
digital revenue. 

The share of digital revenue is high

Alma Media’s business model can be divided into 
two main components by income type, digital and 
non-digital revenue, that differ from each other in 
terms the income growth outlook and profitability. 
Through structural changes, M&A transactions and 
strong organic growth in recent years, the share of 
digital businesses in Alma Media’s revenue has risen 
to 77% (2021) while the share of print media in

Alma Media’s business model 1/3
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Alma Media Group 
Revenue EUR 275 million, EBIT (adj.) 61 MEUR

Talent

Revenue 100 MEUR 
EBIT* 20.6 MEUR
EBIT %* 20.6%

Career

Revenue 82 MEUR
EBIT* 30 MEUR
EBIT %* 36.6%

Consumer

Revenue 95 MEUR 
EBIT* 23.9 MEUR
EBIT %* 25.3%

Alma Media’s business structure, 2021

• Digital 
subscription-
based content 
media

• Digital data, 
content, and 
marketplace 
services 

• Recruitment 
portals

• Services 
related to 
recruitment 
(e.g. digital 
training service 
Seduo)

• Marketplaces for 
consumers (e.g.
Etuovi, NettiAuto)

• National tabloid
• Online media and 

digital services

Revenue distribution, 2021

Revenue

275
MEUR

EBIT distribution , 2021

Adj. 
EBIT

61
MEUR

Source: Alma Media, Inderes
*Adjusted EBIT
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revenue (16%) has decreased further as the digital 
transformation in media continues. The share of 
services in revenue was around 7% in 2021.

In addition, from the viewpoint of business trends, 
income continuity, customer type and cyclicality, the 
income can be divided into four categories:

1. Media’s content income (2021: some 17% of 
revenue) consist of subscription and single copy 
sales income from printed newspapers and 
financial magazines (e.g. Iltalehti and Kauppalehti) 
and their online services (e.g. KL.fi and Iltalehti
Plus). The share of digital income in content 
income is around 33% and correspondingly that of 
printed subscription income some 67%. By 
business area, Talent's share in content income is 
around 70% and Consumer's some 30%. The key 
customer group for content income in Consumer is 
consumer customers and for Talent corporations, 
organizations and consumers. We believe the 
cyclicality of content income is low and they 
consist mainly of easily predictable and recurring 
income. The trend in content income has been an 
increase in demand for digital content, which has 
compensated for the decline in print media.

2. Media’s advertising income (2021: some 19% of 
revenue) consist of advertising income from 
newspapers and financial magazines and related 
online services. In 2021, the share of digital media 
in advertising income was 77% and print media 
22%. By business area, Talent's share in media’s 
advertising income is around 37% and 
Consumer's some 63%. The main customer target 
group for advertising income is corporate 
customers. Advertising income is cyclical by 
nature because companies’ advertising 

investments are typically dependent on general 
economic development. 

3. Marketplaces’ income (2021: some 43% of 
revenue) consist of income from recruitment 
portals and digital housing and automotive 
marketplaces. Some 63% of marketplaces’ 
income consisted of recruitment portals in the 
Career segment and 32% of Consumer’s 
marketplaces directed at consumers. The 
remaining 5% came from Talent’s marketplaces 
for business premises. Marketplaces’ incomes are 
partly cyclical in nature as they are tied to the 
changes in the number of employed and demand 
for durable goods like housing. 

4. Service income (2021: some 21% of revenue) 
consist primarily of Talent’s event, training, and 
information and marketing services, Career’s 
service revenue related to the recruitment 
business, and Consumer’s online service income. 
By segment, Talent’s share of service income is 
around 70%, Consumer’s some 16% and Career’s 
14%. The customer target group of other income 
is primarily corporations. In our view, service 
income is slightly cyclical in nature.

Different growth trends affecting income

In addition to normal demand Alma Media’s income 
development is guided by divergent structural trends 
of different magnitude. A key structural trend 
affecting Alma Media is the regression of print media 
resulting from the digitalization of media 
consumption that strongly affects both the 
development of print media content sales income 
and, especially, print media advertising, where 
investments are shifting heavily to the digital side. 

Alma Media’s business model 2/3
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Alma Media's revenue distribution 
based on estimated cyclicality, 

2021 

Higher 
cyclicality

Lower
cyclicality

Alma Media’s revenue distribution 
by type, 2021

Digital 

income
Services Print media

Source: Alma Media, Inderes
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Services

Recruitment buisness
marketplaces

Media advertising

Housing and automotive 
industry marketplace 

Marketplaces 42%

Content, digi 6%

Advertising, digi 15%

Services, digi 14%

Advertising, print 
4%

Content, print 12%
Services, 
other 7%

Digital  
revenue 
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In addition, the drop in print media’s content income 
is partially accelerated by the company’s own 
measures to raise digital content sales. We estimate 
that content income from print media and print 
media advertising sales will decrease by some 5-10% 
p.a. in the medium-term.

An opposing trend to that of print media is the 
structural growth in digital media content and 
advertising, as well as in the demand for digital 
services. Alma Media’s revenue from digital business 
has grown in 2011-2020 at an annual rate of some 
14%, part of which has been generated through 
acquisitions. We estimate that the growth in media's 
digital content income and advertising income will in 
the medium- and long-term be around 5-10%. We 
expect income from digital marketplaces to grow by 
some 0-5% p.a. in the long-term. Correspondingly, 
we expect Alma Media's service revenues to grow at 
a rate of 0-5% in the medium-term.

Strong market position balances the cyclical 
business

On the following page we illustrate the risk profile of 
Alma Media’s business model. The risk level of the 
company’s business is raised by the considerable 
share of cyclical income in revenue, and the strong 
growth and strengthened market position of 
international technology giants on the advertising 
markets.

In our opinion, the risk profile of the business is, in 
turn, stabilized by the company's stable market 
position on Finland’s B2B media market, content 
income, strengthened position on marketplaces 
directed at Finnish consumers, and an extremely 
strong market position in recruitment portals in the 

eastern parts of Central Europe. 

Even though the cost structure of the company's 
media businesses is quite fixed, and the scalability of 
print media weakens, the company has proven it can 
adjust its cost structure quite quickly to correspond 
with demand fluctuations (e.g. in connection with 
COVID) and the relative profitability and scalability of 
growing digital businesses are strong.

Cash flow performance is very good

Alma Media's business model and growth do not tie 
up capital, and the company's working capital is 
negative over time because the fees for several 
services are charged in a frontloaded manner. The 
company's investment needs are also low. 
Therefore, the business produces good cash flow. 
As a result, the company can generate a growing 
dividend stream and allocate the cash flow from the 
business to acquisitions that complement existing 
businesses.  
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Estimated effect of business 
trends on Alma Media’s income

Clear drop -5-10 % 
p.a.

Reasonable 
growth
+0–5% p.a.

Clear growth 
+5–10% p.a.

Reasonable growth 
+0–5% p.a.

Revenue and growth % of Alma Media’s 
digital business

Source: Alma Media, Inderes
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Risk profile of Alma Media’s business model

1

2

Assessment of Alma Media's overall 
business risk
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Revenue 
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Pricing power
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Operational cash 
flow

Capital
intensity

The industry is going through constant change 
driven by digitalization and technological 
development. 

After M&A transactions, Alma Media is in a stable 
development stage and market position, but the 
share of print media is still significant.

Cyclicality is emphasized especially in the 
recruitment business and advertising

The customer base and product portfolio are 
fragmented and the share of print media is 
reasonable (2021: 16%)

Print media’s economies of scale are declining but 
digital businesses are highly scalable and profitable 
which raises overall profitability.

Strong and predictable operational cash flow and 
clearly negative net working capital.

Low maintenance investments enable allocation of 
cash flow to dividends and acquisitions.
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A strong market position in core operations, but the 
digital revolution of the media industry, as well as 
global competition reduce pricing power on the 
Finnish media market.
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Strategy for 2021-2023

The aim of Alma Media’s strategy is to raise 
shareholder value through revenue growth and 
improving profitability. The company strives towards 
this by developing and expanding current business 
operations, seeking growth opportunities in new 
business and market areas, continuing 
internationalization, and though acquisitions. 

Key in the company’s strategy is to continue 
expanding from media and marketplace content 
production and advertising into new digital products 
and services that complement customer needs and 
cover the entire value chain. For the 2021-2023 
strategy period, Alma Media has identified four 
strategic initiatives than combine operations and aim 
at growing and developing the digital business. The 
strategic focus areas are: 1) growing audiences, 
commitment, and commercialization, 2) marketing 
solutions, 3) tightening internal cooperation in the 
company to reach economies of scale, and 4) 
commercializing data. M&A transactions are also a 
crucial part of Alma Media’s strategy and we will 
discuss their role in more detail on the following 
page. 

Financial objectives

Alma Media's financial targets updated at the 
beginning of 2022 are:

Growth: Annual revenue growth over 5%

Profitability: Adjusted EBIT margin over 25%

Solvency: Net debt-to-EBITDA ratio < 2.5

Relative to the historical profitability trend, the 
profitability target seems ambitious. However, it 
should be noted that the structure of revenue has 
changed significantly in recent years and the relative 
share of businesses with higher profitability than the 
target level has increased. Thus the profitability target 
is dependent on the structure of revenue, but the 
profitability potential of the business is reflected in the 
fact that in Q1’22 Group-level profitability was above 
the target level. The company's gearing (net 
debt/EBITDA) has been low in recent history, but due 
to a number of M&A transactions, and especially due 
to the Nettix acquisition gearing has risen 
considerably compared to history. With the current 
cash flow performance, we expect net debt to 
decrease rapidly also in the future. 

We consider Alma Media's financial objective in 
terms of profitability to be realistic, but partly 
dependent on market development. The company's 
services are mostly digital and, we estimate that 
growth and possible future acquisitions determine 
how improving the relative profitability of businesses 
is possible. It is, however, noteworthy that the more 
digital businesses are, the more the related 
investments/growth inputs are reflected in the 
income statement (e.g. product development) than in 
the balance sheet. In terms of the growth target, we 
believe that the target will be achieved as a 
combination of organic and inorganic growth, but we 
find organic growth of more than 5% in the medium-
term with the current business structure to be 
challenging.

Strategy
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Financial targets and outcome
(reported figures)

Source: Alma Media, Inderes 10
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Acquisitions and segments’ M&A strategy
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Acquisitions

Career Talent Consumer

Business activities’ M&A strategy

Career
Consumer

Talent

• Importance of M&A strategic

• M&A transactions focus on strengthening and 
complementing value chains, and expanding into 
new markets

• We believe partnerships and consolidation are 
possible if possibilities open up

• Importance of M&A transactions is complementing

• Focus of M&A transactions on developing the 
portfolio and strengthening the growth of digital 
services

• Possibly small “precision” acquisitions in areas with 
high synergies with core operations and that create 
cost efficient growth like B2B service business

• Importance of M&A strategic

• Target areas of acquisitions primarily those with 
high synergies with core businesses and that 
complement the value chain

• In marketplaces the playing field for possible 
consolidation is mainly the Nordic countries

Source: Inderes

Source: Alma Media

BNS Alma 360

Kainuun
media

Pohjois
-Pohjanmaa 
papers

Dagens Media 
Sverige

Matkapörssi 

Lapin Kansa

20222015 2016 2017 2018

Talentum

Jobote
NettiKoti

UusiSuomi

Rantapallo

Urakka-
maailma.fi

Mediuutiset

AutoJerry
Katsastushinnat.fi
Talosofta

Divestments

City24

Alkali

Monster

AutoSofta

JM Tieto

2019 2020

Affärsvärlden

Alma Talent AB

Regional media 
and printing 
business

Deloglasnik.si
Tukkuautot.fi
Etua.fi 

Alma 
Mediapartners

DIAS

Kolektiv

Bolt Group
(Associated 
company)
Muuttomaailma

2021

Nettix

Alma Career

Netello
Systems

Bolt Group
(Associated 
company)

Direct mar-
keting Mega



Alma Media's strategic development
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Developing the business portfolio with 
acquisitions and improving profitability

Profitable growth, digital 
business at the forefront

Strengthening the earnings growth of 
core businesses and small acquisitions

• In media business, focus on improving profitability 
and cash flow and focus on strong core 
operations

• In Career (previously Markets) strengthening 
earnings growth of considerable acquisitions and 
developing activities

• Considerable cost savings after the Talentum 
acquisition in the Talent segment and Group 
operations

• Strengthening financial position

• Focus on increasing digital income, improving 
profitability and cash flow

• Selling of businesses with weak growth and 
profitability

• Small “precision” acquisitions especially in digital 
services directed at consumers

• Overall revenue development negative as print 
media declines but growth in digital income and 
increase in relative profitability improved result

• Selling regional media businesses to Sanoma 
Media Finland

• Diversification of product portfolio in 
marketplace businesses, digital products that 
complement customer needs and cover the 
entire value chain in digital services

• Good cash flow will lower gearing, which 
enables new acquisitions

• Organic growth is moderate, so growth is likely 
to be accelerated by inorganic growth 

• Profitability can be improved through business 
development and synergies

Strategic development trends

Implemented The next 5 yearsNear future, 1-2 years

• Business structure more focused and profitable, 
divestment of businesses with weak growth and 
profitability mainly completed

• Revenue of print media decreased clearly because of 
restructuring and market conditions, but growth in 
digital business stabilized total revenue development

• Profitability at a good level in all businesses

• Net gearing elevated after considerable acquisitions

• Managing the structural change in media

• Lowering indebtedness in the balance sheet

• Smaller acquisitions that accelerate growth in 
digital businesses

• With the strong cash flow dividend payment ability 
is good and enables a growing dividend

• Managing the structural change in media and the 
digital transformation

• Marketplaces, digital services, and acquisitions 
as growth drivers

• With the growth of the relative share of digital 
businesses profitability remains at a high level

• Tightening competitive situation as a risk, 
technological abilities, and data management key

Source: Inderes

2017
-

2021

2012
-

2016
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Global giants dominate large markets, small players 
are strong on small markets

The global recruitment portal market has been 
growing strongly for a long time as looking for work, 
job advertisements and management of recruitment 
processes has become digitalized, portals have 
developed technologically, and new services have 
been built around them. The biggest players in the 
industry have conquered most of the global markets 
but local and specialized companies often have 
strong market positions outside the large markets (like 
China and the US). For example, Alma Career’s 
recruitment portals have a strong market position on 
all of its main markets. 

As the growth rate of the market slows down, 
technological development accelerates and 
competition tightens (Google, Facebook, LinkedIn), 
the industry has started to consolidate and in recent 
years especially big players like Recruit, SEEK and 
Stepstone have been active in acquisitions. Industry 
consolidation is also accelerated by the fact that the 
entry threshold for the industry has grown due to so-
called network effect and players with the largest 
visitor traffic and customer base get the biggest share 
of industry revenue. In addition, economies of scale 
are considerable in the industry and, therefore, it is 
difficult for new players to challenge the market 
leaders.

Expected consolidation in Finnish marketplaces

In Finland, the market position for online marketplaces 
remained quite stable for a long time until two 
significant M&A transactions took place in 2020 
between the biggest players in the industry, Schibsted 
acquired Oikotie from Sanoma and Alma Media:

acquired Nettix from Otavamedia. The main players 
have been able to grow in recent years as they have 
expanded their services. At the same time, economic 
growth has been at a reasonable level and growth has 
been supported by small acquisitions. 

We estimate that the competition in housing, 
automotive and accommodation service marketplaces 
has remained largely local in Finland as international 
technology companies (like Facebook and Google) 
have not developed considerable products that are 
successfully competing with marketplaces and they 
do not have similar knowledge of local market 
conditions and customers. At a local level, the high 
entry threshold (e.g. brand recognition) has, in turn, 
kept the competitive positions pretty much 
unchanged. Entry of new competitors on the market is 
also in our opinion limited by the size and growth 
outlook of the underlaying market. 

Development of housing and automotive trade

In terms of the key markets for Alma Media’s 
marketplaces, the volume development of the 
housing market was on average around +4.8% p.a. in 
2015-2021. This was particularly affected during the 
pandemic by the monetary policy liquidity shot, the 
so-called home nesting trend, and accelerated 
housing trade as a result of these (2019-2021, CAGR-
% 11%). In the early part of 2022, the housing market 
has shown indications of cooling down, and we 
believe that the trend will continue as more moderate 
in coming years, mirroring the tightening monetary 
policy. Volume development in automotive trade has 
been more moderate in recent years. The volume of 
used car sales has grown on average by close on 1% 
in 2015-2021. Correspondingly registrations of new
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cars grew by close on 2% p.a. in 2015-2019, until 
COVID affected the registrations in 2020 and they 
dropped by as much as 16% in Finland. In 2021, the 
market recovered slightly (+ 2%), although 
registrations remained around 14% lower than in 2019. 

Growth outlook of marketplaces

In our view, the market for marketplaces is in a mature 
stage in Finland and the growth of industry players 
follows the overall volume growth rate of automotive 
and housing trade (around +0-5% p.a.) in the medium-
and long-term considering cyclical fluctuations. We 
expect that slowing growth, increasing technological 
development and the threat of international 
competition will result in the growth and value 
creation of online marketplaces focusing on the 
largest players in Finland (Alma Media and Schibsted).

Toward a transaction-driven model in marketplaces

Alma Media has reported that it has ongoing 
development projects in its marketplace business with 
the aim of obtaining a larger share of the value of the 
transaction through value-added services (e.g. 
financing and insurance). This would mean that the 
current marketplaces based on the so-called 
"classified model" would be changed to transaction-
based models (see p. 15). 

Thanks to the large volume of for-sale ads (over 
650,000 cars were sold through marketplaces in 
2021), Alma Media is a very attractive partner for 
companies providing financing and insurance 
services, as they will gain a new distribution channel 
for their services through the extensive sales network 
offered by Alma Media's marketplaces efficiently and 
at relatively low cost. In practice, this would mean that 

Alma Media's marketplaces would serve as a sales 
channel for financing and insurance service partners, 
from which Alma Media would receive commission 
income. The marginal cost of these returns is very low 
for Alma Media, which makes the transaction-based 
business model highly scalable and therefore 
attractive.

We believe that from the financing and insurance 
company's viewpoint, this distribution channel will only 
cost them the commission fee that will be paid to 
Alma Media, and thus Alma Media will also be able to 
offer the end customer a rather competitive price for 
financing and insurance services. In light of this, the 
higher the number of cars sold through marketplaces, 
the better the conditions the company could obtain in 
the commission model for selling third party services 
(economies of scale), while at the same time the 
consumer may be given more competitive terms of 
financing.

The transition to a transaction-based model in 
automotive trade requires that buying of financing and 
insurance services moves from the car dealership to 
the marketplace. We except that this transition will 
take time, but the first estimates of its growth 
possibilities and potential can be made during 2023.
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Structural and cyclical drivers

The growth of the media sector is currently 
influenced by several structural, legislative, and 
cyclical drivers. 

The main driver of the media sector has for a long 
time been the structural revolution arising from 
digitalization and demographic factors, which 
shapes consumer and advertiser demand, as well 
as the competitive field of the media industry and 
disrupts business models. The revolution is most 
evident in the sharp trend-like decline of print 
media income and growth in digital media. 

The general economic trend (GDP change), which 
has historically had a strong correlation especially 
with advertising income trends, has been left in the 
shade of structural change as a demand driver. 
However, short- and medium-term GDP changes 
will still have a significant effect on the income of 
media companies.

In addition, media companies are strongly affected 
by technological development, the partial blurring 
of media sector boundaries, as well as legislative 
and cultural factors that shape the competitive 
dynamic between media companies and social 
media, in particular. 

Key trends of the media sector

In our view, the key media sector market trends for 
investors are:

▪ The use of and demand for traditional media 
(newspapers, magazines, books, and linear TV) 
decreases, which gradually reduces the content 
and advertising income of print media and 
weakens their profitability.

▪ The consumption of digital content and services 

increases and becomes more diverse, e.g., as 
mobile devices and applications become 
increasingly popular, which increases digital 
content and advertising income and improves 
relative profitability.    

▪ The competitive media field is globalizing, and 
access to content and data becomes faster and 
easier, which especially weakens the 
competitiveness of small media companies 
specializing in print media and increases 
competition for content income and advertising 
investments.

▪ Willingness to pay for digital content increases 
and the pricing models develop, accelerating 
the growth of digital content income.

▪ Advertising becomes automated and more 
efficient, which will shape the structure and 
pricing of the digital advertising market.

▪ The quantity and importance of data increases, 
creating new business opportunities and 
services. 

▪ Data protection and privacy requirements 
increase. One of these drivers is the EU’s 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), 
which levels the playing field between local 
media companies and global platform 
operators.

▪ Technological know-how as a competitive 
factor becomes emphasized.  

Advertising market development and outlook

In the past few years, the most influential trend on 
the Finnish advertising market has been the sharp 
decline of print media and, equally, the increase of 
digital advertising. The growth rate of the Finnish 

advertising market is clearly lagging the GDP trend, 
which is explained, e.g., by the relatively large share 
of print media of the overall market. Coverage of 
statistics describing total advertising has become 
slightly less comprehensive in recent years, as a 
significant part of advertising investments is 
directed at global operators excluded from the 
calculation, such as Facebook and Google. 
Advertisers have also invested heavily in the 
deployment of new advertising technologies, which 
has decreased direct investment in media 
advertising.  

Examined by advertising channel, the growth of the 
advertising market has been very divaricated. In 
Finland, advertising in magazines and newspapers 
has halved in the 2010s, and the amount of TV 
advertising has also dropped clearly. By contrast, 
the amount of digital advertising has doubled in the 
2010s and according to TNS Kantar its share of 
total advertising (incl. Facebook and Google) rose 
to 50% of all advertising in 2021 when COVID still 
affected traditional forms of advertising.

Roughly two-thirds of the value of digital advertising 
constitutes advertising on Facebook and Google 
and the rest comprises ads sold by national 
operators (like Sanoma and Alma Media). The 
fastest-growing trends within digital advertising 
have been social media marketing, mobile 
marketing, and native advertising. We expect the 
structural trends of the advertising market to 
continue largely as they are in upcoming years, and 
the total value of advertising in Finland to be slightly 
in red due to the decline of print media advertising. 
We believe the COVID pandemic has accelerated 
this change so that the structural trend for print 
media will continue at a lower level.
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Media sector drivers and trends
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According to TNS Kantar, the volume of online 
advertising has annually grown by roughly 5-10% in 
Finland in recent years. In 2021 growth was brisker 
(13.4%). We believe the growth will continue to be 
slightly brisker than general market growth in the 
medium-term. We expect the linear TV advertising 
trend to continue on a slight decline (-5–0%) in the 
medium-term, as some of the investments 
previously made in TV advertising will be 
redirected to digital advertising and streaming 
services.

Content income trends

There is no detailed statistics on the market 
development of content income but based on the 
development of companies in the media sector we 
estimate that content income has decreased only 
slightly (0-3%) in 2012-2019. We believe, the decline 
has been sharpest in single copy sales of tabloids 
and magazines. 

The decrease of content income has been curbed 
by price increases and, especially, the accelerated 
growth of digital content sales. Even though the 
share of digital content sales overall is still relatively 
low, the largest media operators, like Sanoma and 
Alma Media, have successfully managed to 
increase the number of subscribers paying for 
digital content. This has been reflected, e.g., in the 
development of Alma Talent's digital content 
revenue, which has been strong in recent years.

The growth in the number of digital subscribers has 
been driven by, e.g., Growth in the number of 
digital subscribers has been boosted by, e.g., 
greater willingness to pay for digital content, the 
increasing popularity of digital services, such as 

Netflix and Spotify, the discussion concerning fake 
news, the measures to develop paywalls and 
chargeable content, as well as improved 
accessibility and quality of digital services. Growth 
of digital content sales has, however, strongly 
focused on news and financial media, while digital 
subscription income development in magazines 
has been muted.

We estimate that overall content income growth 
will be low in the next few years, as the growth of 
digital content income does not yet fully 
compensate for the decline in print media income 
due to the higher prices of print media. 

Growth of digital content improves relative 
profitability

One of the positive effects of the digital revolution 
of the media sector is that the growth of the relative 
share of digital income improves the sector’s 
relative profitability. The improved relative 
profitability is based on the sales margin of digital 
products and services, which is typically clearly 
higher than that of print media products due to 
lower distribution and material costs. The scalability 
of digital operations is also markedly better than 
that of print media. According to our estimate, the 
EBIT % of media operations relying solely on digital 
content and advertising income is roughly between 
20 and 30%, whereas the EBIT % of print media is 
typically within the 5-10% range.

Global giants rule the competitive field

Digitalization will increasingly shape the 
competitive media field, and competition in 
advertising takes place more against global 

platform companies, like Facebook and Google, 
instead of between local media companies. In 
terms content income in print media and services, 
competition is still local, but TV and digital media 
increasingly compete with global companies, as 
well as companies outside the media industry (such 
as Apple or telecom operators) in terms of content.

So far, leading Finnish media companies have fared 
relatively well in the competition against the likes of 
Facebook and Google, and their share of the digital 
advertising and content market has remained high 
in a global comparison. In terms of content income, 
Finnish media companies are supported by the 
high threshold to enter a small market and 
language region, long and strong relationships with 
readers in print media, and strong brands. 

Regulation can benefit media companies

A legislation amendment project is ongoing in the 
EU that is related to legislation concerning digital 
markets and copyright. If changed, it can oblige 
technology companies to share collected data and 
even income flows. Possible concrete changes 
from the ongoing project are uncertain and they 
will take some time. However, relative to the 
current status it can, in our opinion, only be 
expected to improve the position of local players.
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Development and competitive field of the media sector
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Market leader of recruitment portals in Eastern 
Europe

Measured by revenue, Career is Alma Media’s 
smallest segment (2021: 82 MEUR / 30% of Group 
revenue) but thanks to strong profitability, measured 
by adjusted EBIT it is the Group’s largest segment 
(2021: adj. EBIT% 36.5%). The segment's business 
consists of recruitment services such as Monster.fi, 
Jobs.cz, Prace.cz, CV Online, Profesia.sk, 
MojPosao.ba and, e.g., the Seduo online training 
service. 

In 2021, in all 56% of the segment’s revenue was 
generated in the Czech Republic, 16% in Slovakia, 
11% in Baltic countries, 9% in Croatia, 6% in Finland, 
and 2% in other countries. Alma Career operates in 
10 countries in Europe. Measured by revenue, Career 
is the biggest recruitment portal company in the 
Czech Republic, Baltic countries and Croatia. Career 
has a particularly strong market position in the Czech 
Republic and Slovakia (estimated over 80%). 

Achieving a market leader position in digital services 
is very valuable as it typically enables high 
profitability through economies of scale and pricing 
power. In marketplace businesses, market 
leadership brings benefits through the network 
effect. The bigger the marketplace becomes and its 
number of users grows, the more valuable the 
marketplace becomes from the viewpoint of users 
and the more valuable the marketplace is for the 
next user. This makes it easier to get the next 
customer. In other words, the cost of customer 
acquisition typically decreases the bigger the 
business grows. 

Wide geographical coverage is also often very 
beneficial as it enables duplication of services, as 
well as sharing expertise and development cost 
among a bigger mass. 

Business is cyclical but easily scalable

All of Alma Career’s revenue (2021: 99.7%) came 
from digital business, a majority of which comprises 
advertising income while the role of complementing 
services is smaller. Career’s business model is easily 
scalable as its capital structure is very light, cost level 
flexible, and gross margin % high. Thus, growth in 
digital services is typically very profitable in a mature 
development stage. Due to rapid technological 
development and competition, the sales and 
marketing costs of digital services as well as product 
development costs are, however, considerable 
especially when starting out. 

Career’s income is cyclical by nature as the business 
is based on job advertisements that fluctuate with 
general economic development. Especially in 
economic turnarounds, changes in Career's service 
demand can be strong as was seen in connection 
with the COVID pandemic (revenue decrease over 
25% Q2’20 vs. Q1’20) and recovery from it (2021: 
+31%). In accounting Career's revenue development 
is characterized by delayed recognition compared to 
customer invoicing.
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Segment’s growth outlook

Continued growth in Career in the medium- and 
long-term is in our opinion supported by two main 
drivers: 1) Classified ads focusing on the largest, most 
efficient platforms with the most developed services, 
2) new digital services and expansion in the value 
chain of recruitment services in current operating 
countries and geographical expansion. 

Based on the historic growth of the segment and 
management estimates, we expect that the growth 
potential of Alma Career’s revenue in a good 2-5% 
economic growth environment to be 5-10% p.a. and 
in a zero-growth and slowing growth environment to 
be 0-5% p.a.. Large estimate ranges depict that 
Career’s income is cyclical.

The profitability development of the recruitment 
businesses was on an upward trend in 2010-2019, 
despite the rapid growth of the segment. This is an 
indication of the economies of scale of the business, 
successful acquisitions and a strengthened market 
position. Depressed by the COVID pandemin in 
2020, profitability suffered a knock, but thanks to 
quick savings measures Career's profitability 
remained at a good level. After this, in 2021, with 
strong demand recovery, profitability reached a very 
high level (adj. EBIT % 36.6%). 

For Career, the Czech Republic (56% of Career's 
revenue) plays the biggest role for its development 
and growth. In the Czech Republic and the second 
largest target country Slovakia, manufacturing 
industries employ around one-third of the workforce. 
In the Czech Republic in particular, unemployment 
has been among the lowest in the EU in recent years

and there is a shortage of labor. Low unemployment 
can mean that recruitment portals must attract 
potential workers to the labor market, which in 
practice means higher sales and marketing costs. On 
the other hand, companies seeking employees must 
invest more in job searches and related additional 
services, which will have a positive impact on 
Career’s development.

We believe that before COVID Career's business in 
the Czech Republic and Slovakia focused more on 
serving the job searches of large companies, but 
with COVID the company's customer base has 
expanded more to SMEs, reducing dependence on 
large companies (such as the automotive industry). 
We estimate that the share of car manufacturers in 
Career’s revenue in the Czech Republic and Slovakia 
is still high and thus due to their cyclicality, Career is 
still exposed to economic cycles. 

Growth estimates

In Career's estimates we assume that economic 
growth in eastern Central Europe and Finland has 
slowed down in early 2022 and economic growth 
will be slow also in 2023. However, due to the strong 
demand in the last year or so and the revenue 
recognition principle (increase in invoicing visible in 
revenue with a delay due to periodization), we 
expect marketplace revenue to reach a high level of 
25% in 2022 (Q1’22: 65%). We also expect that 
service revenue will grow strongly as the sales of 
additional services grows from a moderate absolute 
level. In 2023, we expect marketplace revenue to 
remain at the previous year's level because of the 
slowdown in economic development. Despite the
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Career’s revenue and adjusted 
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Adj. EBIT % 36.3 % 41.3 % 39.9 % 39.4 % 39.9 %

EBIT % 36.3 % 41.3 % 39.9 % 39.4 % 39.9 %



Despite the more challenging operating 
environment, we expect services to continue to grow 
slightly, partly thanks to new openings in education 
services. Against this background, we expect 
Career’s revenue to increase by 25% to EUR 103 
million in 2022. We expect 2023 revenue to grow by 
close on 1% to EUR 103 million. 

Margins are high

We estimate that Career’s 2022 adjusted EBIT will 
grow by some 42% to EUR 42.3 million thanks to 
business scalability (2021: 29.9 MEUR) and adjusted 
EBIT % to rise to 41.3% (2021: 36.6%). In 2023, due to 
slower growth and higher costs, we expect a slight 
decline in profitability (2023e adj. EBIT% 39.9%). 

Medium-term estimates

In the medium-term, we expect that Career's revenue 
growth will be around 2-3% reflecting the longer-term 
average economic growth on the main markets. In 
the same period, we estimate that Career will be able 
to maintain high profitability (EBIT-% some 40%), 
supported by the network effects of economies of 
scale and high market shares.

Due to Career’s cyclicality, the main estimate risks in 
both the short- and medium-term are linked to 
changes in labor demand, which is linked to cyclical 
fluctuations. 

Valuation of Career

We determine Career’s fair value through the 
valuation multiples of an extensive peer group 
consisting of digital marketplace companies. We 
have identified altogether 11 peer companies for the 
segment. We believe the business models and 

growth expectations of the peer group as a whole 
reflect the business and growth profile of the 
segment quite well.

In our valuation we use the median EV/EBIT ratios of 
the peer group for 2022-2023 and our estimates for 
Career’s 2022-2023 EBIT. Because we believe the 
growth outlook of the peer companies is better than 
for Alma Media and thus we also expect their RONIC 
potential to be higher we apply a 10% discount the 
segment’s valuation level in our valuation compared 
to the multiples of the peers. 

The average EV/EBIT ratios for 2022-2023 of the 
peer group we use are 22x and 19x and the 
corresponding median multiples are 23x and 20x. 
With the peer group’s average valuation multiples, a 
10% peer group discount and Career’s adjusted 
operating profit estimate, Career's enterprise value 
(EV) is around EUR 727-855 million. 
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Alma Career’s peer group

Peers EV EV/EBIT EV/S
Company MEUR 22e 23e 22e 23e

Auto Trader Group PLC 6251 17.8 16.5 12.8 11.3

Carsales.Com Ltd 4063 25.9 22.7 12.1 11.0
Moneysupermarket.Com 
Group PLC 1238 12.3 9.8 2.9 2.6

REA Group Ltd 9546 24.0 21.3 12.3 11.2

Rightmove PLC 5614 19.6 17.9 14.5 13.4

Schibsted ASA 4793 28.8 23.2 3.2 3.0

Scout24 SE 4393 22.7 19.8 10.0 9.0

Seek Ltd 6285 23.0 21.3 8.7 8.2

Stroeer SE & Co KgaA 4595 18.2 14.8 2.5 2.3

Adevinta ASA 11115 32.4 23.2 6.8 5.9

Recruit Holdings Co Ltd 51324 18.4 20.2 2.6 2.3

Average 22.1 19.2 8.0 7.3

Median 22.7 20.2 8.7 8.2



Financial and professional media Talent

Measured by revenue, Talent is Alma Media’s largest 
segment (2021: 100 MEUR / 36% of Alma Media’s 
revenue) and measured by adjusted operating profit 
the Group’s smallest segment (2021: adj. EBIT-% 
20.6% / 28% of the Group's adj. EBIT). 

Talent’s business now consists of media and 
services. The biggest media unit in the segment is 
the financial media Kauppalehti, which holds the 
leading position in Finnish financial media. Other 
financial and professional media are, e.g., 
Talouselämä, Tivi, Mediuutiset, Tekniikka & Talous 
and Arvopaperi. Together these form good one-half 
of Talent’s revenue. Alma Talent Services offer 
professionals and corporations extensive content 
related to company information, real estate 
information, law, financial management, competence 
development, leadership, and marketing services. In 
addition, services include marketplaces for business 
premises in Finland and Sweden and DIAS, a digital 
housing transaction platform. 

Measured by revenue as well as users and 
subscriptions, Talent is Finland’s largest financial and 
professional publication media. Relative to the 
Finnish media advertising market calculated by 
Kantar TNS (some EUR 1.28 billion), Talent’s market 
share is around 2% of the entire market and the 
online advertising market (some EUR 0.64 billion). 

Weight of print media in total income still crucial

Talent’s business model is dispersed widely across 
different income sources, which is the result of the 
segment’s product portfolio that extensively covers 
Finland’s entire financial and professional media field 
and several different types of service businesses.  

The effects of the media field's structural trends on 
the segment’s development are, however, still 
significant as the share of digital media in Talent’s 
2021 revenue was 55%. Correspondingly the share 
of other revenue was 45% of which over one-half 
came from print media. 

The share of content income (subscription income) 
of the segment’s revenue was around 34% in 2021 
which brings stability to revenue. In our view, content 
income now consists nearly fully of recurring 
subscription income, while the share of single copy 
sales is very small. Around 53% of content income is 
generated from printed magazines and books and 
47% from digital subscription income.

Service income formed some 41% of the segment’s 
revenue in 2021. Of this, 55% were digital services 
and the remaining 45% were other services. We 
estimate that around 40% of this was generated from 
direct marketing services, some 20% from event and 
training services, and the remaining 40% from digital 
services, like Alma Talent’s information services. The 
revenue of the digital housing trading platform DIAS 
is included in Talent’s service income. 

The share of advertising income in 2021 was around 
19% of the segment’s revenue. Some 43% of the 
segment’s advertising income comes from declining 
print media advertising and the rest from growing 
online advertising.

In 2021, the share of marketplaces in the segment’s 
revenue was around 6%. The segment’s 
marketplaces are objektvision.se marketplaces for 
office premises operating in Sweden and Finland, 
and Kauppalehti office premises.
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Segment’s growth outlook

The Talent business is in the midst of a shift of 
content business from print media to digital, which 
together with weakly developing print media 
advertising subdues the development of the 
segment’s total revenue. We believe the segment’s 
growth outlook is good in services and marketplaces 

We expect the segment’s print media revenue to 
decrease by 5-10% p.a. in the short and medium-term 
reflecting the drop in print media advertising income 
and subscribers we anticipate. We, in turn, expect the 
income from digital businesses to compensate for 
the drop in revenue from print media. We expect 
income from digital business to grow in the medium-
term by some 3-5% annually and services and 
marketplaces by some 0-5% p.a. Thus, the segment’s 
total revenue growth will according to our estimates 
turn positive in the medium-term reflecting the 
decreasing relative share of print media in the 
segment's income. 

In terms of profitability, we expect the segment’s 
sales distribution to improve gradually (relative share 
of more profitable digital business of revenue 
increases) and as efficiency improves, profitability will 
rise slightly in the medium-term.

Estimates

Our assumption in Talent's estimates is that the 
structural revolution in media continues, which results 
in Talent's revenue remaining roughly unchanged in 
the next few years as digital revenue sources 
compensate for declining print media revenue. 

We expect Talent's revenue to decline by some 2% 
to EUR 97.7 million in 2022, reflecting the divestment 
of the Baltic telemarketing unit (revenue in 2021 
some 5 MEUR) and the normalization of advertising 
demand. In 2023, we expect growing digital income 
to slightly increase revenue, but the higher revenue 
drop in print media will depress the overall revenue 
development to -2%. In the medium-term we 
estimate that revenue development will be slightly 
positive in light of Talent's content competitiveness 
and the positive demand trend for digital advertising, 
which will compensate for the decline in print media.

We expect that 2022 adjusted EBIT will decline by 
5% to EUR 19.5 million (2021: 20.5 MEUR) and 
adjusted EBIT % to rise to 19.9% (2021: 20.6%) 
reflecting decreasing revenue and slight cost 
inflation. In 2023, we expect a further decline in 
relative profitability, reflecting moderating demand 
growth in the advertising market and the decline in 
print media. In the medium-term, we expect the 
growth in the digital business to drive a modest 
improvement in profitability. 

Stronger than expected digital advertising, content 
sales and services (e.g. DIAS) development are in our 
opinion the positive risks for our estimates.  Negative 
risks are related to changes in the competitive 
position in digital advertising and the intensity of the 
structural change of print media.
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Talent revenue and adjusted
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Source: Inderes 
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Talent revenue adj. EBIT %

Income statement 2021 2022e 2023e 2024e 2025e

Revenue 99.7 97.7 96.1 97.0 98.0

EBITDA adj. 24.2 23.1 22.4 22.7 23.2

EBIT adj. 20.5 19.5 18.6 18.9 19.4

EBIT 20.5 19.4 18.6 18.9 19.4

NRIs - -0.1 - - -

Growth and profitability 2021 2022e 2023e 2024e 2025e

Revenue growth % 4.8 % -2.0 % -1.5 % 0.9 % 1.0 %

EBIT adj. growth % 26.5 % -5.1 % -4.3 % 1.6 % 2.3 %

Adj. EBITDA % 24.3 % 23.6 % 23.3 % 23.4 % 23.6 %

Adj. EBIT % 20.6 % 19.9 % 19.4 % 19.5 % 19.8 %

EBIT % 20.6 % 19.8 % 19.4 % 19.5 % 19.8 %



Valuation of Talent

We determine the value of the Talent segment based 
on the valuation multiples of a peer group consisting 
of media companies. We have identified altogether 
10 peer companies for the Talent segment. Primarily, 
the peer group comprises combined print & digital 
media companies, similar to Talent. In our view, as a 
whole, the peer group’s business models reflect 
Talent's business model reasonably well, as well as 
the general growth outlook for the media sector and 
sustainable ROIC. 

In our valuation we use the median EV/EBIT ratios of 
the peer group for 2022-2023 and our estimates for 
Talent’s 2022-2023 EBIT. The peer companies are 
on average clearly larger than Talent and listed 
companies, so we apply a 20% discount to the peer’s 
multiples in our valuation calculation for Talent.

The average EV/EBIT ratios of the peer group we use 
are 18x and 13x and the corresponding median 
EV/EBIT ratios are 13x and 12x. With the peer group’s 
median valuation multiples, a 20% peer group 
discount and our operating profit estimate, Talent's 
enterprise value (EV) is EUR 182-234 million. 
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Alma Talent peer group

Peers EV EV/EBIT EV/S
Company MEUR 22e 23e 22e 23e

Agora SA 214 59.0 24.4 0.9 0.8

Future PLC 3163 11.3 9.4 3.3 3.1

Gannett Co Inc 1527 10.1 10.0 0.5 0.5

Lagardere SA 7052 22.1 18.2 1.1 1.0
Arnoldo Mondadori Editore
SpA 725 9.5 8.5 0.8 0.8

New York Times Co 5153 23.2 18.8 2.4 2.2
Rizzoli Corriere della Sera 
Mediagroup SpA 508 5.3 4.6 0.6 0.6

TX Group AG 1264 11.8 11.6 1.6 1.6
Promotora de Informaciones 
SA 1203 20.3 12.9 1.5 1.4

Vocento SA 186 9.5 8.1 0.5 0.5

Average 18.2 12.9 1.3 1.3

Median 11.8 11.6 1.0. 0.9



Digital marketplaces directed at consumers

Measured by revenue, Consumer is Alma Media’s 
second largest segment (2021: 34% of Alma Media's 
revenue) and also measured by adjusted EBIT (2021: 
32% of Group's adj. EBIT). 

The core of the business are digital marketplaces 
directed at consumers (e.g. housing related 
Etuovi.com and Vuokraovi.com, and motor sector 
related Autotalli.com, NettiAuto ja NettiMoto). In 
addition, the media unit that consists of the national 
news media Iltalehti plays an important role. The 
segment also includes comparison services 
Autojerry, Urakkamaailma, Katsastushinnat.fi and 
Etua, as well as digital services ampparit.com and 
telkku.com. Overall, Consumer consists of 37 
consumer and B2B brands.

Consumer is the market leader in housing and 
automotive related marketplaces. Achieving a 
market leader position in digital services is very 
valuable as it typically enables high profitability 
through economies of scale and pricing power. In 
addition, a well-known brand in consumer 
marketplaces strengthens the company’s market 
position and raises the entry threshold to the market, 

Relative to the Finnish media advertising market 
calculated by Kantar TNS (some EUR 1.28 billion), 
Consumer’s market share is close to 3% of the entire 
market and some 5% of the online advertising 
market (around EUR 0.64 billion). 

Share of digital income is high

Consumer's digital revenue accounted for 81% of 
2021 revenue, especially thanks to marketplaces. 

Marketplaces’ income is susceptible to changes in 
consumer behavior, although over time we believe 
their development is more stable. The income of the 
media unit is, in turn, a combination of conventional 
print media and online media that is largely financed 
by advertising. The effect of the structural changes in 
the media field is still significant for Consumer as the 
share of print media in Consumer’s revenue was 
around 17% 2021. 

In 2021, the share of marketplaces in Consumer’s 
revenue was around 39%. The income consists 
mainly of advertising income from marketplaces 
favored by consumers (e.g. Etuovi.com and 
NettiAuto). 

The share of advertising income of revenue in 2021 
was some 31%. Around 89% of the advertising 
income consisted of online advertising and some 11% 
of print media advertising.

In 2021, the share of content income in the 
segment’s revenue was around 16%. Content income 
consisted of single copy sales of printed Iltalehti and 
subscription income from the lltalehti plus service.

In 2021, service income accounted for some 10% 
and consisted of, .e.g., digital services like Autojerry, 
Urakkamaailma and Etua.

Segment’s growth outlook

We believe Consumer’s growth outlook in the 
medium-term is positive as a whole. We feel that 
continued growth of marketplaces in the medium-
and long-term is supported by the growth in the 
volume of housing and automotive trade. We also 
believe the growth outlook for digital advertising and
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Consumer in brief, 2021

Revenue by income type, 2021
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services is good and we expect the income from 
digital businesses to grow in the medium-term by 
some 5-10% annually. By contrast, we expect the 
structural trends in print media will continue to scale 
down the market. We estimate that the print media 
revenue of the segment will continue decreasing by 
5-10% in the medium-term. 

We expect profitability to grow moderately in the 
medium-term supported by a combination of 
increasing revenue and extremely scalable digital 
businesses. However, the development is slowed 
down by the expected drop in print media and 
resulting inefficiencies. 

Estimates

Our Consumer estimates are based on the 
assumption that the activity of housing and mobility 
marketplaces decreases from an exceptionally high 
level in 2021. 

We expect that Consumer's reported revenue will 
increase by 6.6% to EUR 101 million in 2022, partly 
still supported by the Nettix acquisition (inorganic 
growth included in Q1’22), with negative impact from 
normalizing demand for advertising and content 
sales. Similarly, in 2023, we expect revenue to be at 
the previous year's level reflecting the stable 
development of marketplaces, the decrease in print 
media and a slight growth in digital advertising and 
service sales.

We anticipate 2022 adjusted EBIT to decrease by 
around 4% to EUR 23.0 million (2021: 23.9 MEUR) 
due to a slight increase in costs and a change in 
revenue distribution. In light of growth stagnation and 

continued cost inflation, as well as continued 
business development investments, we expect 2023 
adjusted EBIT to decrease clearly to EUR 22.3 million 
and thus adjusted EBIT % to 22.2%.

In the medium-term, we expect the adjusted EBIT to 
continue on a growth path as slight revenue growth 
will scale as it comes from digital and therefore very 
profitable sources.

Stronger than expected digital advertising 
development and faster than expected shift to the 
transaction model in the company's marketplaces 
are in our opinion the positive risks for our estimates. 
We believe that thanks to the very high profitability of 
the transaction-driven model, the positive impact of 
its growth on Consumer's profitability would be 
significant. A key negative risk to our estimates is 
tightening competition, especially in marketplaces. 

Valuation of Consumer

We determine the value of the Consumer segment 
based on an extensive peer group consisting of 
marketplace businesses and media companies. The 
peer group for Consumer’s marketplace business 
corresponds with Career's peer group, while the 
peer group for other businesses corresponds with 
that of Talent.

With Career's current structure, its business 
operations are different and they also have different 
longer-term drivers. Therefore, in our opinion, the 
suitability of valuation formed through a peer group 
is weaker than in a situation where all businesses 
and income sources are similar. 
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Income statement 2021 2022e 2023e 2024e 2025e

Revenue 94.5 100.7 100.6 103.1 105.8

EBITDA adj. 28.2 29.1 28.3 29.6 30.6

EBIT adj. 23.9 23.0 22.3 23.6 24.6

EBIT 23.5 23.3 22.3 23.6 24.6

NRIs -0.4 0.3 - - -

Growth and profitability 2021 2022e 2023e 2024e 2025e

Revenue growth % 35.3 % 6.6 % 0.0 % 2.4 % 2.6 %

EBITadj. growth % 59.3 % -3.9 % -2.9 % 5.7 % 4.4 %

Adj. EBITDA % 29.8 % 28.9 % 28.1 % 28.7 % 29.0 %

Adj. EBIT % 25.3 % 22.8 % 22.2 % 22.9 % 23.3 %

EBIT % 24.9 % 23.1 % 22.2 % 22.9 % 23.3 %



Peer group valuation

As part of our valuation we use the EV/EBIT ratios of 
the peer group for 2022-2023 and our estimates for 
Consumer’s 2022-2023 operating profit. The peer 
group we use is the same as for Career. We feel this 
is justified as according to our estimate most of the 
segment’s result comes from marketplaces.
However, the size of the peers is considerably larger 
and they are listed. In addition, the share of their 
digital businesses is even higher than in Consumer, 
which is why we apply a 10% discount to the 
multiples of the peers in our valuation.

The average EV/EBIT ratios of the peer group for 
2022-2023 are 22x and 19x and the corresponding 
median EV/EBIT ratios are 23x and 20x. With the 
peer group’s 2022-2023 median multiples, a 20% 
peer group discount and our operating profit 
estimate, Consumer's enterprise value (EV) is EUR 
365-472 million. 

Valuation levels of recent acquisitions

Valuation of Consumer is challenging because of the 
different growth and profitability profiles of its 
operations. The segment includes the marketplace 
business that is highly scalable and profitable and is 
valued with high multiples. The segment also 
includes growing digital service revenue and digital 
advertising, as well decreasing print media. Even 
though the remaining digital revenue could in our 
opinion be given higher multiples as independent 
businesses, for the time being creating print content 
is necessary for the development of digital income. 
Thus, the remaining revenue should in our opinion 
be valued with the multiples of more traditional 
media companies.

We have also determined the value of the segment 
based on recent acquisitions. The valuation multiples 
of Schibsted’s Oikotie acquisition were EV/S 6.7x 
and EV/EBITDA 19.7x The EV/S multiple for the Nettix
acquisition was 7.6x. Using the average EV/S ratios 
of these acquisitions for our 2022 estimate of 
marketplaces and for the rest the 2022 median EV/S 
ratio of the media company peers, the value of the 
segment is around EUR 365 million. 

We have also estimated the value of the segment 
through the profitability multiple of the Oikotie deal 
and Nettix’s relative profitability. When Alma Media 
acquired Nettix its 2022 EBIT % was around 50%. 
Using this profitability level for our 2022 revenue 
estimate of marketplaces and by adding the 
revenue-based share of other operations the 
segment value is EUR 472 million. We feel that the 
rather broad valuation range (395-472 MEUR) 
obtained through the various methods reflects the 
challenging valuation of the segment quite well, 
which is based on different income sources and their 
profitability.
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Alma Consumer peer group

Source: Inderes 

Peers EV/EBIT EV/S

22e 23e 22e 23e

Career’s peers

Average 22.1 19.2 8.0 7.3

Median 22.7 20.2 8.7 8.2
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Average 18.2 12.9 1.3 1.3

Median 11.8 11.6 1.0. 0.9



Balance sheet structure

Alma Media’s balance sheet total at the end of 
2021 was EUR 518 million. Most long-term assets in 
the balance sheet are goodwill (295 MEUR), which 
increased significantly due to the Nettix
acquisition. This acquisition also increased the 
amount of intangible assets and they amounted to 
some EUR 55 million at the end of 2021. Most of 
the goodwill and intangible assets was generated 
in the 2021 recruitment portal acquisitions and the 
Talentum acquisition at the end of 2015. At the end 
of the accounting period the company had EUR 33 
million in tangible assets and EUR 51 million in cash 
in hand. The remaining assets in the balance sheet 
consisted of receivable and other assets. 

Due to the nature of the operations, the company’s 
net working capital is typically negative because 
most of the revenue accrues advance payments 
and accounts payable are typically clearly higher 
than accounts receivable. At the end of the 2021 
financial year working capital was some EUR 44 
million negative (-17.1% of revenue).

As a whole, at the end of the 2021 financial year 
some 17% of Alma Media's assets were distributed 
to Career, some 22% to Talent, around 43% to 
Consumer, while the remaining around 18% were 
Group assets (i.e. unallocated). We consider Alma 
Media's balance sheet items to be current and, as 
a whole, the risks associated with write-downs are 
small. 

Balance sheet has been put to work and debt is 
digested quickly

The balance sheet structure has changed over the 

past few years due to several M&A transactions. In 
particular, the Nettix acquisition in 2021, raised the 
company's gearing to 109% at the end of the 
financial year 2021. Correspondingly the equity 
ratio was 35% at the end of 2021. Although net 
gearing is slightly elevated, we estimate that it will 
fall to 72% at the end of 2022, which is a rather 
reasonable level. The company had EUR 227 
million in long-term interest-bearing debt and EUR 
7 million in short term interest-bearing debt. 
Including the company's cash assets, net liabilities 
stood at EUR 182 million at the end of 2021 (Q1’22: 
157 MEUR). 

Alma Media’s ratio of net debt to EBITDA was 
around 2.3x at the end of the accounting period. 
This is below the 2.5x target level set by the 
company and we feel that gearing is quite 
sustainable.  

Strong competitiveness is reflected in return on 
capital

Alma Media's ROI and ROE have risen to good 
levels over the past few years. In 2021 the 
company’s ROE was 24% and ROI was 14%. Over 
the last 5 years, the corresponding figures have 
averaged 30% and 22%. The sales gain from 
regional media included in 2020 return on capital 
distorts the figures and, without this year, the 
average would be 25% and 18%. The company is 
therefore able to produce relatively good ROIC. 

Cash flow machine that guarantees dividend 
payment capability

Alma Media’s operational cash flow has been 
strong in 2018-2021 at some 22-29% of revenue, 

and the average for the period has been around 
26%. 

Customers pay Alma Media for its products and 
services partly in advance (the share of recurring 
revenue is high), which on the one hand results in 
relatively high advance payments and a small 
amount of trade receivables resulting in negative 
working capital. This is reflected positively in 
operating cash flow, as the business does not tie 
up working capital and the company is able to 
finance operational business with customer 
money. In addition, the investment needs of 
businesses are moderate (some 3-4 MEUR p.a.). 
The above factors have been reflected in an 
excellent cash conversion (EBIT/free cash flow), 
which has averaged 90% in 2017-2021.

The company's operations are highly profitable 
and generate excellent cash flow. Profitability has 
also historically been relatively stable, for example, 
even when the business environment changed 
radically (e.g. COVID year 2020: 24.3% of 
operating cash flow relative to revenue). This 
reduces the risk level of the business.

Due to the relatively stable position of Alma 
Media's businesses and the strong potential for 
generating free cash flow, the company can 
distribute a growing dividend in the long-term. In 
addition, cash flow can be used to finance 
acquisitions that complement existing businesses.
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Financial position

Invested capital, ROI % and ROE % Net debt and net debt/EBITDA

Balance sheet structure at the end of 2021 Operational cash flow and EPS

Source: Inderes, Alma Media
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2022: Organic and inorganic growth

In 2022, Alma Media expects its full-year revenue 
(2021: 275.4 MEUR) and adjusted operating profit 61.1 
MEUR) to grow from 2021. We estimate that the 
company’s 2022 revenue will grow by some 9% to 
EUR 300 million. In our estimates, growth comes 
mainly from strongly performing Career and, in part, 
from the inorganic growth generated by the Nettix
acquisition in Consumer.

At Group level we expect the company's adjusted 
EBIT to grow by some 19% to EUR 72.6 million 
corresponding with a 24% adjusted EBIT margin 
(2021: 22.2%). In relative terms, we expect the highest 
adjusted EBIT growth through Career’s increasing 
revenue. We expect the reported EPS to grow to EUR 
0.72 reflecting the increasing operating result and Bolt 
Works’ sales gain (2021: EUR 0.53) in 2022. In light of 
the improving earnings development we expect Alma 
Media to continue the path of growing dividends in its 
capital allocation and expect the company to raise its 
dividend per share to EUR 0.38. 

Estimates for 2023-2024

We expect Alma Media's reported revenue will remain 
at the previous year's level in 2023. At segment level, 
we expect fairly stable revenue development in all 
segments. The slight growth driver in our estimates is 
digital content and advertising but we expect the 
marketplaces of Alma Media's main segments Career 
and Consumer to develop steadily. Correspondingly, 
revenue is depressed by the decline in demand for 
print media. We expect the adjusted EBIT for 2023 to 
fall by some 3% reflecting the stable development in 

revenue and slight cost increases (2023e adj. EBIT % 
23.5%). 

In 2024, we expect revenue to recover at group level 
to 2% growth and adjusted EBIT % to strengthen to 
23.8% thanks to growth in the digital business. We 
expect the reported EPS for 2023 and 2024 to be 
EUR 0.65 and EUR 0.67 respectively reflecting 
operating earnings growth. In light of this we predict 
that the dividends for 2023-2024 (EUR 0.40 and 0.43) 
to continue on a moderate upward curve.

Long-term earnings estimates

In the long-term, the key factors affecting Alma 
Media's earnings development are the growth rate of 
the scalable digital business with stronger profitability 
and how steep the decline in print media is. We 
estimate that Alma Media's digital businesses will 
grow by some 5-10% p.a. in the long-term but at the 
same time the income from print media that forms 
around one-fifth of the income to drop by some 5-10% 
p.a., which depresses the overall picture and makes it 
more modest. Our estimates are based purely on the 
organic growth we expect and do not contain any 
inorganic growth which we consider likely to occur.

The current business structure and on the other hand 
the shift to digital businesses to a greater extent, 
keeps our EBIT % for Alma (2032: 23.5%) at an 
excellent level. As a result, operational earnings 
growth is also reasonable (CAGR 2022-2031: +4%) 
and ROIC is on a pretty nice level (2022e-2031e 
average 19%).
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Subtle estimate changes

We made moderate estimate changes for the coming 
years in the extensive report. As a result, the 
estimates for the next few years were revised 
downward by some 2-3% for both revenue and 
earnings estimates.

The estimate changes are largely explained by the 
divestment of Alma Media's Baltic telemarketing 
division, which has a negative impact on the 
estimates of Talent this year and a tad for next year. 
The revenue of the telemarketing unit in 2021 was 
EUR 5 million, and we believe that its profitability has 
been lower than the Group's average.

We also made minor downward adjustments to 
Career's estimates in light of the slowing economic 
growth outlook and thus the demand outlook for 
labor we anticipate.
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Estimate revisions 2022e 2022e Change 2023e 2023e Change 2024e 2024e Change

MEUR / EUR Old New % Old New % Old New %

Revenue 303 300 -1% 305 300 -2% 311 306 -2%

EBIT (exc. NRIs) 74.3 72.6 -2% 72.8 70.5 -3% 74.7 72.6 -3%

EBIT 73.6 71.9 -2% 72.3 70.0 -3% 74.2 72.1 -3%

PTP 77.8 76.1 -2% 70.8 68.5 -3% 72.7 70.6 -3%

EPS (excl. NRIs) 0.68 0.66 -2% 0.68 0.65 -3% 0.69 0.67 -3%

DPS 0.38 0.38 0% 0.40 0.40 0% 0.43 0.43 0%

Source: Inderes



Combination of a growth and dividend share

As an investment object Alma Media is profiled as a 
growth company based on the significantly 
increased role of marketplace businesses, as well 
as profitable growth and active acquisition strategy 
and based on the media business that is slowed 
down by print media, profitable and generates 
strong cash flow as a dividend share. Alma Media's 
dividend payment capacity is good, as the 
company's cash flow is strong, investment needs 
are low and organic growth does not tie up capital.   

Cyclicality and industry revolution increases result 
fluctuation

The company's performance is linked to economic 
development, as a share of Alma Media's income is 
generated by advertising income. Continued 
revolution in the industry, i.e., the drop in content 
income from print media together with the cyclical 
recruitment business increases the fluctuation in 
Alma Media’s result. Content income that is usually 
recurring by nature and less susceptible to 
economic fluctuation, as well as increasing digital 
service income act as a counterbalance. 

Acquisitions also in the future

The organic growth outlook of Alma Media's 
current businesses are moderate and therefore 
M&A transactions are a key part of Alma Media's 
strategy and value creation. 

The company's previous M&A transactions have 
been seen in divestment of low-profit and non-
strategic businesses and acquisitions seeking 
growth and economies of scale, which have 
completed and expanded existing businesses. We 

believe we can expect similar M&A transactions 
also in future in the medium- and long-term.

Positive value drivers

In our view, Alma Media's main strengths and value 
drivers are:

Growth of digital business: The growth outlook for 
digital businesses is still good and their profitability 
potential is high, which is why they constitute a key 
value driver for the share. The share of digital 
businesses in the company’s revenue is already 
around 77% and even a larger share of the result.

Strong cash flow: The ability of the company’s 
business operations to generate cash flow is 
excellent, which enables both growing dividends, 
paying off debt, and significant acquisitions, if 
necessary.

Creating shareholder value through acquisitions: 
Alma Media has a strong track record of successful 
M&A transactions, but the company’s indebtedness 
is relatively high at the moment. Cash flow lowers 
the leverage of the balance sheet quickly and we 
estimate that one can expect Alma Media to 
remain active in M&A transactions in the medium-
term. Based on the track record we see M&A 
transactions as a positive option for investors. 

Negative value drivers and risks

We believe Alma Media’s main weaknesses and 
risks are:

Cyclicality: A significant share of the company’s 
income come from cyclical advertising income. 
Thus, the company’s revenue development is 
dependent on economic development. However, 

thanks to quick adjustment measures the company 
has been able to defend its financial performance 
during the COVID pandemic and we estimate that 
the flexibility of the company’s cost structure 
compensates to some extent for risks related to 
revenue.

Reducing print media income: We expect the 
decline of Alma Media’s print media revenue to 
continue far into the future, which will subdue the 
company’s growth and weaken its cash flow. The 
share of print media in Alma Media’s revenue is 
around one-fifth.

Changes in the competitive position: The 
competitive field of media companies is 
fragmented, the threshold to enter the industry has 
lowered and competition for advertising 
investments has increased thanks to global 
operators (e.g. Facebook and Google. As a result, 
the competitive position of national, regional and 
local media companies is susceptible to change. To 
maintain their competitiveness, operators must 
invest in continuous business development.

Technology and regulation risks:  The key risks in 
the field of digital business operations are linked to 
technological changes that may rapidly change the 
markets and business models, as well as 
significantly increase the costs of product 
development and advertising. Currently, such risks 
include, e.g., the increasing popularity of ad 
blockers and the strong market position of social 
media tech platforms. In terms of companies that 
utilize consumer data widely the risk is tightened 
regulation (e.g. GDPR).

Investment profile
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Income statement 2019 2020 Q1'21 Q2'21 Q3'21 Q4'21 2021 Q1'22 Q2'22e Q3'22e Q4'22e 2022e 2023e 2024e 2025e

Revenue 250 230 58.1 71.7 67.7 78.0 275 76.2 78.1 68.8 77.2 300 300 306 312

Alma Career 100.0 62.7 16.2 20.0 21.9 24.1 82.2 26.7 26.9 24.2 24.7 102 103.1 105 108

Alma Talent 103 95.1 24.5 25.2 22.3 27.6 99.7 25.2 25.1 21.3 26.1 97.6 96.1 97.0 98.0

Alma Consumer 47.2 69.8 17.5 26.6 23.6 26.8 94.5 24.8 26.1 23.4 26.4 101 101 103 106

NRIs 0.0 2.5 -0.1 -0.2 -0.1 -0.5 -0.9 -0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

EBITDA 71.4 58.9 14.3 17.2 21.8 20.2 73.5 24.1 24.2 21.0 20.2 89.5 87.8 89.7 91.3

Depreciation -21.9 -15.8 -3.5 -4.2 -4.3 -4.7 -16.7 -4.3 -4.5 -4.5 -4.5 -17.7 -17.8 -17.6 -16.4

EBIT (excl. NRI) 49.4 45.3 11.1 16.6 17.8 15.5 61.1 19.6 20.0 16.9 16.1 72.6 70.5 72.6 75.4

EBIT 49.5 43.1 10.8 13.0 17.5 15.5 56.8 19.8 19.7 16.6 15.8 71.9 70.0 72.1 74.9

Alma Career 37.7 20.6 5.1 7.7 9.0 8.1 30.0 12.3 12.2 9.7 8.2 42.4 41.1 41.6 43.0

Alma Talent 14.8 16.2 5.2 5.1 5.0 5.3 20.6 5.5 5.1 4.3 4.6 19.5 18.6 18.9 19.4

Alma Consumer 6.2 15.0 3.4 7.2 6.6 6.6 23.9 5.0 5.9 5.9 6.2 23.0 22.3 23.6 24.6

Non-allocated and eliminations 0.0 -6.5 -2.7 -3.4 -2.8 -4.5 -13.4 -3.2 -3.2 -3.0 -3.0 -12.4 -11.5 -11.5 -11.5

NRIs -9.2 -2.3 -0.3 -3.6 -0.4 0.0 -4.3 0.2 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.6 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5

Net financial items -2.1 -1.0 -0.5 -0.4 -0.7 0.1 -1.4 0.4 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -1.1 -1.5 -1.5 -1.4

PTP 47.9 42.2 10.3 12.6 17.5 15.9 56.3 20.0 24.7 16.1 15.3 76.1 68.5 70.6 73.5

Taxes -10.7 -9.0 -2.2 -2.9 -2.8 -4.1 -12.1 -4.0 -5.4 -3.5 -3.4 -16.3 -14.7 -15.2 -15.8

Minority interest -6.4 -5.7 -0.5 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.7 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.3 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4

Net earnings 30.8 27.5 7.6 9.6 14.7 11.7 43.6 16.0 19.2 12.5 11.8 59.4 53.4 55.0 57.3

EPS (adj.) 0.37 0.36 0.10 0.16 0.18 0.14 0.58 0.19 0.17 0.15 0.15 0.66 0.65 0.67 0.70

EPS (rep.) 0.37 0.33 0.09 0.12 0.18 0.14 0.53 0.19 0.23 0.15 0.14 0.72 0.65 0.67 0.70

Key figures 2019 2020 Q1'21 Q2'21 Q3'21 Q4'21 2021 Q1'22 Q2'22e Q3'22e Q4'22e 2022e 2023e 2024e 2025e

Revenue growth-% -29.5 % -8.0 % -6.1 % 36.5 % 25.4 % 25.9 % 19.6 % 31.3 % 8.9 % 1.7 % -1.0 % 9.1 % -0.1 % 1.9 % 1.9 %

Adjusted EBIT growth-% -8.3 % -0.7 % 69.4 % 34.9 % 39.6 % 34.8 % 77.1 % 20.6 % -5.3 % 3.4 % 18.9 % -2.9 % 3.0 % 3.9 %

EBITDA-% 28.5 % 25.6 % 24.6 % 24.0 % 32.2 % 25.9 % 26.7 % 31.6 % 31.0 % 30.6 % 26.2 % 29.8 % 29.3 % 29.4 % 29.3 %

Adjusted EBIT-% 19.7 % 19.7 % 19.1 % 23.2 % 26.4 % 19.9 % 22.2 % 25.7 % 25.6 % 24.5 % 20.8 % 24.2 % 23.5 % 23.8 % 24.2 %

Net earnings-% 12.3 % 11.9 % 13.1 % 13.4 % 21.7 % 15.0 % 15.8 % 21.0 % 24.6 % 18.1 % 15.3 % 19.8 % 17.8 % 18.0 % 18.4 %

Source: Inderes
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Growth in digital businesses and 
excellent profitability

Stable and profitable core operations 
that generate strong cash flow

Cyclicality raises the risk profile of the 
business

Strong cash flow helps lower gearing 
quickly and brings leeway for acquisitions

Share’s expected return relies heavily 
on growth, dividends, and acquisitions 
that accelerate earnings growth

• Organic growth potential in high profitability digital 

businesses

• Excellent cash flow and high ROIC

• M&A transaction option that is positive considering the 

track record

• Cyclicality

• Structural decrease in print media income and arising 

needs for adjustment 

• Changes in the competitive position

• Changes in technology

Potential

Risks 

Source: Inderes
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Valuation methods

When valuing Alma Media’s share, we currently place 
most weight on the share’s expected total return 
based on the company’s forecasts for the next few 
years (earnings growth + dividends + expected 
changes in valuation multiples). In addition, we 
support the valuation with a sum of the parts 
calculation and DCF model. In the valuation, we favor 
the EV/EBIT ratio that reflects the balance sheet 
structure and the P/E ratio.

Share’s expected total return

We believe the role of dividend is crucial in the 
expected return of Alma Media’s share. With our 
estimates and the current EUR 10.5 share price level 
the dividend yield is nearly 4% in the next few years. 
We expect that thanks to Alma Media's rather good 
ROIC and cash conversion the dividend is on a solid 
basis. 

We estimate that Alma Media's earnings growth in 
the next few years will be at a reasonable average 
level of about 5%, which strengthens the expected 
return. 

We feel Alma Media’s earnings-based valuation 
multiples have fallen to a neutral level in absolute 
terms (2022e adj. P/E adj. 15x and EV/EBIT adj. 13x) 
relative to Alma Media's rather good ROIC, excellent 
cash conversion in businesses and free cash flow 
capacity thanks to low investment needs.

We feel there is no upside from the current level in 
absolute valuation multiples, which means that the 
expected return for the next few years relies in our 
view on dividend yield and the expected earnings 
growth. The expected return consisting of these 

components is roughly in line with the required return 
we apply and thus we consider the risk/return ratio of 
the share to be neutral.

Relative valuation

The median EV/EBIT ratios of Alma Media’s 
extensive peer group for 2022-2023e are 18x and 
16x and the corresponding P/E ratios are 23x and 
19x. The valuation multiples of the peers are high in 
the context of the stock exchange and are raised 
especially by the exceptionally high valuation 
multiples of digital and scalable marketplace peers. 
In our opinion, the suitability of an extensive peer 
group for Group-level valuation is rather weak and 
thus we use the peer group-based valuation mainly 
in our sum-of-parts calculation.

DCF

We feel that the applicability of the DCF calculation in 
Alma Media’s valuation is reasonable, as it reflects 
the company's long-term ability to create value. On 
the other hand, we feel its applicability is to some 
extent weakened by the partial cyclicality of demand. 

Our DCF model indicates a share value of EUR 12.0. 
In our DCF model, revenue growth is in the medium 
and long-term driven by the growth in digital 
businesses, but the growth is slightly slowed down 
by the decreasing print media. Our revenue growth 
estimate for 2026-2032 is 2.5% on average. As the 
digital businesses grow, the company’s relative 
profitability and return on capital remain, however, 
relatively stable. In the long term, the EBIT margin in 
our model is on average at the level of our estimates 
for the next few years. In the model, the weight of the

TSR drivers 
2022-2024e

Positive Neutral Negative

Earnings growth ~ 
5% p.a.

Growth in digital business

Decreasing print media income

Gradually increasing profitability

Share’s expected total return is
in line with the required return

Return drivers

Dividend yield drivers

Valuation multiple 

drivers

Dividend yield %

~4% p.a.

Strong operational cash flow

Reasonable debt leverage in the 
balance sheet

Reasonable payout ratio

Valuation at a 
neutral level

2022e P/E 16x and EV/EBIT 14x

Sum-of-parts and DCF indicate a 
higher valuation

Cyclicality of income
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terminal period in the value of cash flows is on a 
reasonable 59% level. The weighted average cost of 
capital (WACC) we use in the cash flow model is 
7.2%, with the cost of equity being higher at 7.9%.

Sum of the parts calculation

Alma Media's income consists of businesses with 
different medium and long-term growth and 
profitability outlooks and thus we believe they should 
be valued with different valuation multiples. In 
previous sections we have valued the businesses 
separately and here we focus on assessing the 
whole that is based on the sum of averages of the 
segment-specific values.

Based on the basic assumptions and our projections, 
we estimate the gross value of Alma Media’s parts to 
be EUR 1132 million. Due to the higher share of digital 
business, Career is the most valuable part of Alma 
Media with an EV of EUR 712 million. Consumer’s 
value is raised by the high value of marketplaces but 
due to the weight of the media business its value is 
smaller than Career’s in our sum-of-parts calculation, 
EUR 406 million. In the calculation, Talent has the 
smallest value of the segments being EUR 178 
million. 

When the value of the Group’s costs (-164 MEUR) 
and net debt (2022e -142 MEUR) are deducted from 
the segments’ EVs, the fair value of Alma Media’s 
entire stock based on sum-of-the-parts is EUR 990 
million or EUR 12.0 per share. 

Recommendation and target price

We reiterate our EUR 11 target price for Alma Media 
but lower our recommendation to Reduce 
(previously Accumulate). In our view, the earnings 
growth expected in the next couple of years and the 
dividend raise the total expected return to be in line 
with the required return. Thus, we find the return/risk 
ratio of the share to be balanced as a whole. A 
slightly higher valuation is supported by the DCF 
model and sum-of-parts calculation that indicate a 
fair value of EUR 12.0 for the share. We do not 
consider leaning on these materializing in the next 12 
months to be attractive in view of the uncertainties in 
the operating environment (e.g. increasing risk 
premiums and interest rates, and a deteriorating 
macro situation). 

We consider weaker than expected earnings 
development that is linked to general economic 
development and development of the competitive 
situation to be the negative risk to our view. 
Opposite risks are in our opinion, related to better-
than-expected performance and value-creating M&A 
transactions.

Estimate of Alma Media’s sum-
of-parts, 06/2022

Distribution of segments’ value, 
06/2022

Career 55%
Consumer 30%

Talent 15%



Valuation table

Valuation 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022e 2023e 2024e 2025e

Share price 7.19 5.54 7.96 8.92 10.8 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5

Number of shares, millions 82.4 82.3 82.3 82.3 82.4 82.4 82.4 82.4 82.4

Market cap 592 456 655 734 891 865 865 865 865

EV 735 616 667 756 1059 1006 977 948 920

P/E (adj.) 16.1 12.0 21.3 24.7 18.6 15.8 16.1 15.6 15.0

P/E 18.4 10.9 21.3 26.7 20.4 14.6 16.2 15.7 15.1

P/FCF 19.2 58.2 8.5 6.7 neg. 12.2 14.0 13.5 13.4

P/B 4.3 2.8 3.8 4.0 5.4 4.5 4.0 3.6 3.3

P/S 1.6 1.3 2.6 3.2 3.2 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.8

EV/Sales 2.0 1.7 2.7 3.3 3.8 3.3 3.3 3.1 3.0

EV/EBITDA 11.0 8.0 9.3 12.8 14.4 11.2 11.1 10.6 10.1

EV/EBIT (adj.) 14.4 10.7 13.5 16.7 17.3 13.9 13.9 13.1 12.2

Payout ratio (%) 61.4 % 69.0 % 106.8 % 89.9 % 66.1 % 52.7 % 61.7 % 64.4 % 64.7 %

Dividend yield-% 3.3 % 6.3 % 5.0 % 3.4 % 3.2 % 3.6 % 3.8 % 4.1 % 4.3 %

Source: Inderes

14.4

10.7

13.5

16.7 17.3

13.9 13.9
13.1 14.4

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022e 2023e 2024e

EV/EBIT (oik.)

EV/EBIT (adj.) Median 2017 - 2021

16.1

12.0

21.3

24.7

18.6

15.8 16.1 15.6 18.6

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022e 2023e 2024e

P/E (adj.)

P/E (adj.) Median 2017 - 2021

3.3 %

6.3 %

5.0 %

3.4 % 3.2 %
3.6 % 3.8 %

4.1 %

3.4 %

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022e 2023e 2024e

Dividend yield-%

Dividend yield-% Median 2017 - 2021



Peer group valuation

Peer group valuation Share price Market cap EV EV/EBIT EV/EBITDA EV/S P/E Dividend yield-% P/B
Company MEUR MEUR 2022e 2023e 2022e 2023e 2022e 2023e 2022e 2023e 2022e 2023e 2022e

Alma Media Oyj 10.3 847 1006 13.2 13.2 10.8 10.7 3.3 3.2 14.2 14.4 3.8 4.2 4.3

Agora SA 5.5 56 214 59.0 24.4 11.6 9.7 0.9 0.8 11.0 0.3

Future PLC 1826.0 2633 3163 11.3 9.4 9.2 8.5 3.3 3.1 11.7 10.9 0.2 0.2 2.2

Gannett Co Inc 3.7 510 1527 10.1 10.0 4.3 4.4 0.5 0.5 9.8 9.1

Lagardere SA 24.6 3492 7052 22.1 18.2 13.8 10.5 1.1 1.0 26.6 14.8 2.4 3.7 3.3

Arnoldo Mondadori Editore SpA 1.9 503 725 9.5 8.5 5.8 5.4 0.8 0.8 10.0 8.9 4.9 5.2 2.0

New York Times Co 34.3 5359 5153 23.2 18.8 17.6 15.2 2.4 2.2 31.1 26.4 0.9 1.0 3.7

Rizzoli Corriere della Sera Mediagroup SpA 0.7 360 508 5.3 4.6 3.5 3.3 0.6 0.6 6.9 5.8 8.7 8.7 0.9

Sanoma Oyj 14.4 2339 3009 18.5 15.8 8.0 7.4 2.3 2.2 19.6 16.2 3.9 4.1 3.4

TX Group AG 125.6 1291 1264 11.8 11.6 8.5 8.4 1.6 1.6 44.9 46.6 4.9 5.0 0.6

Promotora de Informaciones SA 0.6 410 1203 20.3 12.9 9.2 7.5 1.5 1.4 21.7

Vocento SA 0.8 105 186 9.5 8.1 4.7 4.3 0.5 0.5 9.1 7.0 3.9 3.0 0.5

Auto Trader Group PLC 561.8 6300 6251 17.8 16.5 17.5 16.1 12.8 11.3 22.7 20.8 1.6 1.7 10.8

Carsales.Com Ltd 19.2 3647 4063 25.9 22.7 22.2 19.8 12.1 11.0 29.3 25.1 2.8 3.1 5.6

Moneysupermarket.Com Group PLC 182.6 1144 1238 12.3 9.8 9.9 8.3 2.9 2.6 13.7 11.7 6.6 6.8 4.7

REA Group Ltd 105.0 9312 9546 24.0 21.3 20.8 18.6 12.3 11.2 33.8 29.9 1.5 1.8 10.6

Rightmove PLC 571.4 5658 5614 19.6 17.9 19.2 17.6 14.5 13.4 24.1 22.7 1.4 1.5 66.4

Schibsted ASA 3977 4793 28.8 23.2 18.2 16.1 3.2 3.0 38.5 26.6 1.1 1.2 1.0

Scout24 SE 58.6 4688 4393 22.7 19.8 18.7 16.5 10.0 9.0 33.9 28.4 1.4 1.7 3.0

Seek Ltd 22.3 5305 6285 23.0 21.3 19.1 17.7 8.7 8.2 31.8 28.4 2.1 2.2 4.6

Stroeer SE & Co KgaA 52.5 2964 4595 18.2 14.8 8.1 7.2 2.5 2.3 16.0 13.0 4.3 4.9 5.8

Adevinta ASA 8813 11115 32.4 23.2 20.3 16.1 6.8 5.9 37.4 27.6 0.0 0.1 0.9

Recruit Holdings Co Ltd 4581.0 54019 51324 18.4 20.2 15.2 14.7 2.6 2.3 25.9 24.9 0.5 0.6 5.9

Alma Media (Inderes) 10.50 865 1006 13.9 13.9 11.2 11.1 3.3 3.3 15.8 16.1 3.6 3.8 4.5

Average 5667 19.7 15.7 12.5 11.1 4.3 4.0 22.9 19.2 2.9 3.1 6.5

Median 3613 18.4 16.1 11.2 10.1 2.6 2.3 23.4 18.5 2.4 3.0 3.3

Diff-% to median -25% -14% 0% 10% 30% 42% -32% -13% 50% 28% 33%
Source: Thomson Reuters / Inderes. NB: The market cap Inderes uses does not consider own shares held by the 
company.



DCF calculation

DCF model 2021 2022e 2023e 2024e 2025e 2026e 2027e 2028e 2029e 2030e 2031e 2032e TERM

EBIT (operating profit) 56.8 71.9 70.0 72.1 74.9 75.0 76.9 77.2 79.1 81.1 83.1 85.2

+ Depreciation 16.7 17.7 17.8 17.6 16.4 14.8 12.8 11.8 11.6 11.1 11.1 11.2

- Paid taxes -5.1 -16.3 -14.7 -15.2 -15.8 -15.9 -16.3 -16.3 -16.7 -17.1 -17.6 -18.0

- Tax, financial expenses -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3

+ Tax, financial income 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

- Change in working capital 14.0 1.3 0.2 1.2 0.9 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4

Operating cash flow 82.1 74.2 73.0 75.4 76.1 74.9 74.3 73.6 75.0 76.0 77.7 79.5

+ Change in other long-term liabilities 2.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

- Gross CAPEX -190 -14 -11.3 -11.3 -11.3 -11.3 -11.3 -11.3 -11.3 -11.3 -11.3 -11.4

Free operating cash flow -105 60 61.7 64.1 64.8 63.6 63.0 62.3 63.7 64.7 66.4 68.1

+/- Other 0.0 10.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

FCFF -105 71 61.7 64.1 64.8 63.6 63.0 62.3 63.7 64.7 66.4 68.1 1476

Discounted FCFF 68 55.4 53.6 50.6 46.3 42.8 39.5 37.6 35.6 34.1 32.6 707

Sum of FCFF present value 1203 1135 1080 1026 975 929 886 847 809 774 740 707

Enterprise value DCF 1203

- Interesting bearing debt -235

+ Cash and cash equivalents 52

-Minorities -4

-Dividend/capital return -28.8

Equity value DCF 993

Equity value DCF per share 12.0

Wacc

Tax-% (WACC) 20.0 %

Target debt ratio (D/(D+E) 15.0 %

Cost of debt 4.0 %

Equity Beta 1.3

Market risk premium 4.75%

Liquidity premium 0.00%

Risk free interest rate 2.0 %

Cost of equity 7.9 %

Weighted average cost of capital (WACC) 7.2 %

Source: Inderes

23%

18%

59%

2022e-2026e

2027e-2032e

TERM

Cash flow distribution

2022e-2026e 2027e-2032e TERM



Summary

Income statement 2019 2020 2021 2022e 2023e Per share data 2019 2020 2021 2022e 2023e

Revenue 250 230 275 300 300 EPS (reported) 0.37 0.33 0.53 0.72 0.65

EBITDA 71.4 58.9 73.5 89.5 87.8 EPS (adj.) 0.37 0.36 0.58 0.66 0.65

EBIT 49.5 43.1 56.8 71.9 70.0 OCF / share 0.38 0.71 1.00 0.90 0.89

PTP 47.9 42.2 56.3 76.1 68.5 FCF / share 0.94 1.32 -1.28 0.86 0.75

Net Income 30.8 95.5 43.6 59.4 53.4 Book value / share 2.09 2.23 1.99 2.36 2.63

Extraordinary items 0.1 -2.2 -4.3 -0.7 -0.5 Dividend / share 0.40 0.30 0.35 0.38 0.40

Balance sheet 2019 2020 2021 2022e 2023e Growth and profitability 2019 2020 2021 2022e 2023e

Balance sheet total 400.9 333.9 518.4 515.6 511.5 Revenue growth-% -29% -8% 20% 9% 0%

Equity capital 202.5 204.5 166.5 197.1 219.2 EBITDA growth-% -7% -18% 25% 22% -2%

Goodwill 130.3 150.7 294.5 294.5 294.5 EBIT (adj.) growth-% -14% -8% 35% 19% -3%

Net debt -0.5 -6.3 182.7 142.0 113.2 EPS (adj.) growth-% -19% -3% 61% 14% -1%

EBITDA-% 28.5 % 25.6 % 26.7 % 29.8 % 29.3 %

Cash flow 2019 2020 2021 2022e 2023e EBIT (adj.)-% 19.7 % 19.7 % 22.2 % 24.2 % 23.5 %

EBITDA 71.4 58.9 73.5 89.5 87.8 EBIT-% 19.8 % 18.7 % 20.6 % 23.9 % 23.3 %

Change in working capital -29.1 8.5 14.0 1.3 0.2 ROE-% 18.5 % 15.4 % 25.1 % 33.2 % 26.0 %

Operating cash flow 31.1 58.7 82.1 74.2 73.0 ROI-% 18.5 % 17.4 % 17.8 % 19.4 % 17.9 %

CAPEX 46.5 -30.8 -190.3 -13.8 -11.3 Equity ratio 52.1 % 63.7 % 32.9 % 39.2 % 44.0 %

Free cash flow 77.3 109.0 -105.4 70.9 61.7 Gearing -0.3 % -3.1 % 109.7 % 72.0 % 51.6 %

Valuation multiples 2019 2020 2021 2022e 2023e

EV/S 2.7 3.3 3.8 3.3 3.3

EV/EBITDA (adj.) 9.3 12.8 14.4 11.2 11.1

EV/EBIT (adj.) 13.5 16.7 17.3 13.9 13.9

P/E (adj.) 21.3 24.7 18.6 15.8 16.1

P/B 3.8 4.0 5.4 4.5 4.0

Dividend-% 5.0 % 3.4 % 3.2 % 3.6 % 3.8 %

Source: Inderes



Balance sheet

Assets 2020 2021 2022e 2023e 2024e Liabilities & equity 2020 2021 2022e 2023e 2024e

Non-current assets 257 432 423 417 411 Equity 205 167 197 219 241

Goodwill 151 295 295 295 295 Share capital 45 45 45 45 45

Intangible assets 55 91 89 85 80 Retained earnings 111 91.2 122 144 166

Tangible assets 41 35 33 30 29 Hybrid bonds 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Associated companies 6.6 7.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 Revaluation reserve 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7

Other investments 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Other equity 19 19 19 19 19

Other non-current assets 3.9 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 Minorities 21 3 3 3 3

Deferred tax assets 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 Non-current liabilities 58 263 219 196 176

Current assets 76.7 86.1 92.1 94.5 104 Deferred tax liabilities 12 19 19 19 19

Inventories 0.6 0.7 1.5 1.2 0.9 Provisions 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Other current assets 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 Long term debt 32 227 183 160 140

Receivables 27 32 35 34 35 Convertibles 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Cash and equivalents 48 52 54 57 66 Other long term liabilities 14.3 17.1 17.1 17.1 17.1

Balance sheet total 334 518 516 511 515 Current liabilities 72 89 99 96 98

Source: Inderes Short term debt 10 8 13 10 10

Payables 58 76 81 81 83

Other current liabilities 3.4 5 5.3 5.3 5.3

Balance sheet total 334 518 516 511 515



Inderes has made an agreement with the issuer and target of this report, which 
entails compiling a research report.

The information presented in Inderes reports is obtained from several 
different public sources that Inderes considers to be reliable. Inderes
aims to use reliable and comprehensive information, but Inderes does 
not guarantee the accuracy of the presented information.  Any opinions, 
estimates and forecasts represent the views of the authors. Inderes is 
not responsible for the content or accuracy of the presented 
information. Inderes and its employees are also not responsible for the 
financial outcomes of investment decisions made based on the reports 
or any direct or indirect damage caused by the use of the information.  
The information used in producing the reports may change quickly. 
Inderes makes no commitment to announcing any potential changes to 
the presented information and opinions.  

The reports produced by Inderes are intended for informational use 
only. The reports should not be construed as offers or advice to buy, 
sell or subscribe investment products. Customers should also 
understand that past performance is not a guarantee of future results. 
When making investment decisions, customers must base their 
decisions on their own research and their estimates of the factors that 
influence the value of the investment and take into account their 
objectives and financial position and use advisors as necessary. 
Customers are responsible for their investment decisions and their 
financial outcomes.  

Reports produced by Inderes may not be edited, copied or made 
available to others in their entirety, or in part, without Inderes’ written 
consent. No part of this report, or the report as a whole, shall be 
transferred or shared in any form to the United States, Canada or Japan 
or the citizens of the aforementioned countries. The legislation of other 
countries may also lay down restrictions pertaining to the distribution of 
the information contained in this report. Any individuals who may be 
subject to such restrictions must take said restrictions into account.

Inderes issues target prices for the shares it follows.  The 
recommendation methodology used by Inderes is based on the share’s 
12-month expected total shareholder return (including the share price 
and dividends) and takes into account Inderes’ view of the risk 
associated with the expected returns.   The recommendation policy 
consists of four tiers: Sell, Reduce, Accumulate and Buy.  As a rule, 
Inderes’ investment recommendations and target prices are reviewed 
at least 2–4 times per year in connection with the companies’ interim 
reports, but the recommendations and target prices may also be 
changed at other times depending on the market conditions. The 
issued recommendations and target prices do not guarantee that the 
share price will develop in line with the estimate. Inderes primarily uses 
the following valuation methods in determining target prices and 
recommendations: Cash flow analysis (DCF), valuation multiples, peer 
group analysis and sum of parts analysis. The valuation methods and 
target price criteria used are always company-specific and they may 
vary significantly depending on the company and (or) industry.

Inderes’ recommendation policy is based on the following distribution 
relative to the 12-month risk-adjusted expected total shareholder return. 

Buy The 12-month risk-adjusted expected shareholder 
return of the share is very attractive

Accumulate The 12-month risk-adjusted expected shareholder 
return of the share is attractive
Reduce The 12-month risk-adjusted expected shareholder 
return of the share is weak

Sell The 12-month risk-adjusted expected shareholder 
return of the share is very weak

The assessment of the 12-month risk-adjusted expected total 
shareholder return based on the above-mentioned definitions is 
company-specific and subjective. Consequently, similar 12-month 
expected total shareholder returns between different shares may result 
in different recommendations, and the recommendations and 12-month 
expected total shareholder returns between different shares should not 
be compared with each other. The counterpart of the expected total 
shareholder return is Inderes’ view of the risk taken by the investor, 
which varies considerably between companies and scenarios. Thus, a 
high expected total shareholder return does not necessarily lead to 
positive performance when the risks are exceptionally high and, 
correspondingly, a low expected total shareholder return does not 
necessarily lead to a negative recommendation if Inderes considers the 
risks to be moderate. 

The analysts who produce Inderes’ research and Inderes employees 
cannot have 1) shareholdings that exceed the threshold of significant 
financial gain or 2) shareholdings exceeding 1% in any company subject 
to Inderes’ research activities. Inderes Oyj can only own shares in the 
target companies it follows to the extent shown in the company’s model 
portfolio investing real funds. All of Inderes Oyj’s shareholdings are 
presented in itemised form in the model portfolio. Inderes Oyj does not 
have other shareholdings in the target companies analysed.  The 
remuneration of the analysts who produce the analysis are not directly 
or indirectly linked to the issued recommendation or views. Inderes Oyj
does not have investment bank operations.

Inderes or its partners whose customer relationships may have a 
financial impact on Inderes may, in their business operations, seek 
assignments with various issuers with respect to services provided by 
Inderes or its partners. Thus, Inderes may be in a direct or indirect 
contractual relationship with an issuer that is the subject of research 
activities. Inderes and its partners may provide investor relations 
services to issuers. The aim of such services is to improve 
communication between the company and the capital markets. These 
services include the organisation of investor events, advisory services 
related to investor relations and the production of investor research 
reports. 

More information about research disclaimers can be found at 
www.inderes.fi/research-disclaimer.

Disclaimer and recommendation history Recommendation history (>12 mo)

Date Recommendation Target price Share price

16-02-20 Reduce 8.80 € 8.70 €

12-03-20 Reduce 6.80 € 6.54 €

26-03-20 Reduce 6.50 € 6.50 €

12-06-20 Accumulate 8.00 € 7.10 €

20-07-20 Accumulate 8.00 € 7.06 €

23-10-20 Accumulate 8.50 € 7.84 €

13-01-21 Reduce 9.50 € 9.54 €

18-02-21 Reduce 9.00 € 9.14 €

08-03-21 Accumulate 10.00 € 9.50 €

13-04-21 Accumulate 10.00 € 9.22 €

22-04-21 Accumulate 11.00 € 10.46 €

28-05-21 Accumulate 10.50 € 9.80 €

19-07-21 Accumulate 12.50 € 11.80 €

22-07-21 Reduce 12.00 € 11.60 €

17-09-21 Reduce 11.50 € 10.90 €

22-10-21 Reduce 12.00 € 12.48 €

17-02-22 Accumulate 11.00 € 10.00 €

14-03-22 Reduce 11.00 € 10.60 €

25-04-22 Accumulate 11.00 € 9.58 €

13-06-22 Reduce 11.00 € 10.50 €



Inderes’ mission is to connect listed companies and 
investors. We produce high-quality research and content 
for the needs of our extensive investor community. 

At Inderes we believe that open data is every investor’s 
fundamental right. We guarantee investors’ access to 
award-winning research, insightful video content and an 
active investor community.

For listed companies we ensure that there is always high-
quality information available on the company for investors 
and shareholders for decision making, and that data 
collected from investors can be utilized by the companies. 

Over 100 Finnish listed companies want to serve their 
shareholders and investors through us by utilizing our 
company research services, data driven IR services, 
content creation and consulting.

Inderes Oyj

Itämerentori 2

FI-00180 Helsinki, Finland

+358 10 219 4690

Award-winning research at inderes.fi 
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